It is assessed in detail both experimentally and theoretically how the interlayer coupling of transition metal dichalcogenides controls the electronic properties of the respective devices. Gated transition metal dichalcogenide structures show electrons and holes to either localize in individual monolayers, or delocalize beyond multiple layers -depending on the balance between spin-orbit interaction and interlayer hopping. This balance depends on layer thickness, momentum space symmetry points and applied gate fields. The design range of this balance, the effective Fermi levels and all relevant effective masses is analyzed in great detail. A good quantitative agreement of predictions and measurements of the quantum confined Stark effect in gated MoS2 systems unveils intralayer excitons as major source for the observed photoluminesence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are expected to push nanotechnology to the ultimate scaling limit of one or a few atoms only. In contrast to graphene, these 2D materials maintain a native bandgap that is essential for most electronic device applications. TMD based devices have excellent sensitivity to external fields [1] [2] [3] . Obvious ultrascaled applications range from sensing (e.g. Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] ), lighting (e.g. Refs. [8] [9] [10] ), logic devices (e.g. Refs. [11, 12] ) and wearable electronics (e.g. Refs. [13, 14] ).
The weak van der Waals coupling between TMD layers allows for low cost fabrication (with micro-mechanical cleavage [15] ) and stacking of different TMD materials on top of each other which significantly widens the material design space [16, 17] . A critical question for most TMD systems is the nature of the coupling between TMD layers. Properties of TMD materials can be tuned via the number of coupled layers. For instance, the band-gap of MoS 2 varies by about 1 eV and switches between direct and indirect when the thickness changes [3] . These features suggested to combine TMD layers of different thicknesses and materials to improve (e.g.) tunneling field effect transistors [18, 19] .
In spite of the importance of the interlayer coupling, its detailed properties and dependencies are not fully assessed, yet. For instance, recent experiments on excitons in TMD materials raised the question whether electron hole recombinations are predominantly within the same or between different TMD layers [20, 21] . Depending on the experimental setup, interlayer excitons appear in photoluminesence measurements, while intralayer transitions yield either a finite or a vanishing Stark effect [22, 23] . Given the varying findings in literature, a comparative study of experiments and realistic theoretical models is needed to conclusively assess the interlayer coupling. This is the core purpose of this work.
Although the main focus of this work is the theoretical assessment of the interlayer physics, the reliability of the theoretical answers is assessed with quantitative comparisons of predicted quantum confined Stark effects with experimental observations in various gated MoS 2 structures.
All TMD devices in this work are subatomically resolved. Ab-initio electronic Hamiltonian operators are discretized with maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) [24] . This treatment combines numerical efficiency with the best known physical accuracy [25] . In contrast to pure ab-initio models [22] , this approach allows to realistically include the presence of electric gates, thickness dependent doping and dielectric constants. Charge effects turn out to significantly influence the interlayer coupling. Commonly, electronic charge distributions are interpreted point-like within the discretization of the Poisson equation [26] . It is an important aspect of this work that these charges are resolved in subatomic resolution as well. These features guarantee full transferability of the electronic model [25, 27] to device dimensions that are computationally inaccessible to pure density functional theory (DFT) applications [28] . Note that important device aspects such as doping densities and spatially varying gate control are beyond the scope of pure DFT applications otherwise [29] .
All fabricated devices of this work consist of varying numbers of TMD layers placed on SiO 2 and highly pdoped Si that serves as gate electrode. Our calculations show both interlayer and intralayer excitons yield Stark effects. However, intralayer transitions are about 2 orders of magnitude less likely. Our experimental data and theoretical predictions for the Stark effect of intralayer transitions agree well. Both theory and experiments do not show significant interlayer transitions. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, details of the theoretical model and experimental setup are given. The results section first confirms the transferability of the electronic bandstructure model to the considered devices. It then illustrates and discusses wave function and band structure properties and their dependence on the balance of spin-orbit interaction and interlayer coupling strength. This balance depends on layer thickness, electronic momentum and applied gate fields. The comparison of calculated band gap changes with experimentally observed photoluminesence data confirms Stark effects for both inter and intra layer direct band gap excitons. In agreement with literature, intralayer excitons are found to be significantly more visible.
II. METHOD

A. Experiment
The device fabrication followed the procedure of Ref. [15] . MoS 2 samples were mechanically exfoliated from bulk MoS 2 crystals and put on 285 nm thick SiO 2 layers that were grown on p-doped silicon substrates (see schematic in Fig. 1 ). Suitable multilayer samples were identified by optical microscopy and their thickness was confirmed independently through atomic-force microscopy. All fabricated samples were first annealed at 300 degrees Celsius to remove residue from the exfoliation process in Ar/H2 environment (800/200 SCCM). The electrostatic gates were defined through e-beam lithography on a MMA/PMMA mask, followed by 100nm deposition of Au via thermal evaporation. Next, the devices were annealed at 200 degrees Celsius (800/200 SCCM, Ar/H2) to clean the substrate of polymer residue from fabrication and improve the contact between metals and semiconductor layers before being loaded into a closed-cycle optical cryostat (Advanced Research Systems DMX-20-OM) [30] and pumped down to high vacuum at 10 −7 mbar. The devices were kept at 350 K for about 6 hours in high vacuum while laser annealing was applied with a 5 mW beam of a 100 µm spot size. This was meant to help remove atmospheric contaminants, before the samples were cooled down to 10 K, i.e. the temperature at which all measurements were conducted. Photoluminescence measurements were performed using a continuous pump laser beam of 532 nm wavelength with a laser power of 40 µW and a spot size of 2 µm. The emitted light was analyzed with an Andor Shamrock Spectrograph [31] using a 150 lines/mm grating. 
B. Model
The atomic structures of all TMD layers modelled in NEMO5 [32] (i.e. MoS 2 , WTe 2 , WS 2 , WSe 2 , and MoSe 2 ) are based on relaxation calculations of the respective infinite number of layers system in trigonal prismatic polytype (i.e., in 2H symmetry) [3] performed in the DFT tool VASP [33] with the self-consistent electronic model and the convergence criterion of 1 × 10 −8 eV. A momentum mesh of 5×5×5 Monkhorst-Pack grids and energy cutoff of 520 eV is used along with van der Waals force included according to Ref. [34] . The lattice constants deduced from these DFT based relaxation calculations are given in Table I and agree well with the findings in Ref. [35, 36] . The applied DFT model is based on the generalized gradient approximation utilizing the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof functionals [37] . The electronic DFT Hamiltonian is transformed into an MLWF representation using the Wannier90 software [38] [39] [40] with d orbitals for the metal electrons and sp 3 orbitals for the chalcogenide electrons as the initial projection. The spreading of the Wannier functions [24] is reduced iteratively until it converges to around 2Å 
The MoS 2 thickness of the gated structure in Fig. 1 is varied between one and ten layers. In these cases, the donor doping is set to 1.5 × 10 18 cm −3 for MoS 2 monolayers, 2 × 10 19 cm −3 for 6 MoS 2 layers. The effective doping is induced from the atmospheric adsorbates. Their values are deduced from experimental threshold voltages and gate oxide capacitances [41] . The doping density is linearly interpolated for MoS 2 layer systems in between 1 and 6 layers and it is assumed to be saturated for MoS 2 layers thicker or equal to 6-layers [41] . As commonly done in device calculations [42] , the computational burden of 285 nm thick SiO 2 as gate dielectric is avoided with a 12nm dielectric slab of the same equivalent capacitance in the Poisson equation. SiO 2 did not enter the electron density calculations. The gate is considered as a Schottky contact with a metal work function of 5.15 eV [43] for the highly p-doped Si. The energy offset is set to the Fermi level of the device electrons. The uncapped TMD side is considered to be exposed to vacuum, modeled with vanishing field boundary conditions for the Poisson equation. The MoS 2 dielectric constant is assumed to be homogeneous but linearly varying with the layer thickness following Ref. [44] . The electronic wave functions of the conduction and the valence band states are used to solve the optical transition matrix elements. Peaks in these optical elements are considered as optical transition energies [45] . For all gate-independent bandstructures and wave function assessments in this work, a constant doping of 1.5 × 10 18 cm −3 is assumed and the Fermi level is chosen to achieve local charge neutrality for the respective systems. The electron hole recombination energies are extracted from single particle bandstructures. As discussed in Ref. [46] , many particle effects are expected to have in low order no net impact on the transistion energies.
FIG. 2.
Integrated charge contribution function P (r0) as defined in Eq. 2 as a function of the integration radius for orbitals of molybdenum (a) and sulfur (b) atoms in infinitely thick MoS2. The black lines show P (r0) when the orbital wave functions are approximated with Gaussian functions of σ = 0.68Å (a) and σ = 0.6Å (b), respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. Transferability of MLWF parameters
The NEMO5-calculated bandstructures in the MLWF representation agree well with the ab-initio results of the VASP software [3] for any MoS 2 layer thickness (see Fig. 3 for the monolayer and 5-layer cases). Very similar transferability of the MLWF representation and fitting procedure was found for all other TMD materials and layer thicknesses. This is remarkable, since MLWF parameterizations are sometimes created for each material thickness individually [25] . 
B. Conduction and valence band energies and masses
The conduction band minimum in 2D momentum space for monolayer and 5-layer MoS 2 are shown in Figs. 4. For all TMDs considered in this work, the lowest conduction band hosts valleys at the K points and close to the Q points, respectively. Note that each Kpoint (Q-point) contributes to 3 (1) Brillouin zones and therefore its valley is twofold (sixfold) degenerate. Similarly, all considered TMDs show two valleys in the highest valence band at the Γ point and at the K-point [3] . The relative energies of all these valleys depend on the layer thicknesses, as illustrated in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) for conduction and valence bands, respectively. Most of the TMDs show a transition of the conduction band minimum (valence band maximum) from K to Q (K to Γ) valley at around 2 layer thickness [47, 48] . The valley effective masses change with layer thickness as well (see Fig. 6 ) -very similar to findings of Ref. [3] for MoS 2 . 
C. Band edge density of states
For a 2D system, the density of states (DOS) will be proportional to the effective mass. Note that the Q valley conduction band DOS decreases for all TMDs with increasing layer thickness as a direct consequence of the effective mass behavior. In the valence band, the Γ valley effective masses decay with thickness, while the K valley masses stay fairly constant (see Figs. 6 (c) and (d)). The energies of K-and Q-valleys for two layer ntype TMDs are close enough so that both valleys contribute to the DOS at the band edge. is significantly lower in energy than the K-valley (e.g., for more than 2 layers in the case of MoS 2 ), the DOS at the conduction band edge reduces with increasing layer thickness following the effective mass trend. This is exemplified in Fig. 7 which shows the DOS of MoS 2 with varying layer thickness.
FIG. 7.
Conduction band density of states in MoS2 layers of various thicknesses. The 2 layer system has the largest DOS due to the alignment of K and Q conduction band valleys. Each step in the DOS marks an onset of a higher conduction band. The finite slope of the DOS between each step originates from a non-parabolic band dispersion.
To illustrate the DOS behavior for all considered n-type (p-type) TMDs and thicknesses Fig. 8 (a)  (Fig. 8 (b)) shows the effective Fermi level E f − E c (E v − E f ) assuming a constant electron (hole) density of 1.5 × 10 18 cm −3 . Note that the larger the electron (hole) DOS is around the conduction band minimum (valence band maximum), the lower the effective Fermi level has to be to maintain the assumed density. All n-type TMDs except WS 2 show a maximum DOS at 2 layers thickness when both K-and Q-valleys contribute. The p-type TMDs show a maximum DOS at 2 and 4 layers for MoTe 2 and WSe 2 , respectively. This is the situation when both the Γ and the K valleys similarly contribute to the DOS around the Fermi level.
D. Interlayer hybridization
2H-phase TMDs consist of alternating layers with 2 different orientations of metal-chalcogenide bonds (differing in a 60
• rotation) [52, 53] . If the electrons are subject to a pronounced spin-orbit interaction (e.g., in odd-layer 2H-TMD systems without inversion symmetry [53] [54] [55] [56] ), electronic states spreading across alternating layers are sup- pressed [57, 58] . In contrast, the geometrical confinement favors electronic states that are spread across the total device if the interlayer coupling is strong enough [59] . Figure 9 shows the bandstructure of an infinite layer MoTe 2 system at various symmetry points of the 2D momentum space along b 3 direction. The stronger the interlayer coupling, the stronger curved the respective bands in Fig. 9 are. In Fig. 9 several points in the bandstructure are labeled. They face different balances between the interlayer coupling strength and the spin-orbit interaction: At the valence band Γ point (labeled with (a)), the spinorbit interaction vanishes and only the interlayer coupling determines the shape of the electronic wave functions. Here, this coupling is significant and gives an effective mass of -2.31m 0 for the top of the valence band. Consequently, the highest valence band states resemble typical infinite-barrier quantum well shapes (note they are spin degenerate, see Fig. 10 (a) ). At the Q-point of the conduction band (labeled with (b) in Fig. 9 ) the spinorbit interaction is finite but smaller than the strong interlayer coupling (effective mass m * = 0.53 m 0 at Q along b 3 direction). Consequently, the shape of the electronic states shown in Fig. 10 (b) is still comparable with those of Fig. 10 (a) , but the spin degeneracy is lifted. The topvalence band states at the K-point (labeled (c) in Fig. 9 ) face similarly strong interlayer coupling (effective mass m * = -1.68m 0 at K along K-H direction) and spin-orbit interaction. Consequently, the respective wave functions avoid spreading in alternating layers. Instead, states of equivalent layers (i.e., next-nearest neighbor layers) hybridize into bonding and anti-bonding states. In the case of a 3-layer system, states of only two layers can follow that (depicted in Fig. 10 (c) with circles for the bonding state and crosses for the antibonding state), while states of the center layer (symbol "+" in Fig. 10 (c) ) are effectively isolated. In agreement with Ref. [53] the lowest conduction band states at the K-point (labeled with (d) in Fig. 9 ) is found to have a very small interlayer coupling (effective mass m * = -699m 0 at K along b 3 direction), i.e., a coupling smaller than the respective spin-orbit interaction. Therefore, electronic states of individual layers barely interact and are effectively degenerate. Note that the spin-orbit interaction does not play a significant role in systems with inversion symmetry (i.e., with an even number of layers). Very small spin-orbit coupling effects observed in these systems can be addressed to small p-orbital contributions of chalcogenide atoms to the conduction band [55] . Then, wave functions are exclusively determined by the interlayer coupling strength. It is worth to emphasize that the wave function effects discussed above are found in all considered TMD materials.
E. Electric gate response
The effect of electric gates on TMD layers is exemplified with the absolute squared conduction band wave functions and the self-consistently solved electrostatic potential of a 6-layer gated MoS 2 system shown in Figs. 11. The energies of K-valley and Q-valley states get closer with the electric field: in the field free case, the bottom of K and Q valleys are separated by more than 100 meV, whereas their energy difference is about 58 meV, as seen in Fig. 11 . Higher gate fields make it energetically more favorable to avoid state delocalization across the total device. This can be seen for the Q-valley states in Fig. 11 (b) as their center shifts in the gate field direction. The electrostatic potential profiles for several different gate voltages are shown in Fig. 11 (c) . In these and all other considered cases of this work, the gate field is screened within about 1 nm penetration depth. Consequently, the thinner the TMD system is, the larger is its response to the applied gate field. This is exemplified in Fig. 12 for the effective Fermi level as a function of gate bias and layer thickness. Note that the monolayer results of this figure still assume completely screened gate field in the vacuum, in spite of the pronounced penetration depth. Thus the monolayer results are given for the sake of completeness only and to ease comparison with the effective Fermi levels shown in Fig. 8 . For higher gate fields and TMDs thicker than the field penetration length, the gate induced shift of effective Fermi level becomes independent of the layer thickness (see Fig. 12 ). Since K-valley states are localized within monolayers, they face a layerdependent effective electric field. Accordingly, the Kvalley degeneracy gets lifted by electric gates, as illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 13 . Note that the Q-valley conduction band energies and Γ valley valence band energies remain virtually unaffected by the electric gate (see Fig. 13 ). Experimental photoluminescence (PL) spectra (equivalent to "peak A" in Ref. [60] ) of a gated 6 layer MoS2 structure for various gate voltages. The increase of the PL amplitude with the gate voltage qualitatively agrees with band structure changes predicted in Fig. 13 as discussed in the main text.
at the K-point. Similar effects were observed for direct band gap excitons in Ref. [23, 61] as well as in the experiments of this work: the photoluminesence peaks of direct band gap excitons show a red-shift with increasing gate voltage (see Fig. 14 ). Figure 14 also shows an increase of the PL amplitude with increasing gate bias. This qualitatively agrees with the bandstructure results of Fig. 13 : The gate field barely changes the K-valley valence band edge, but it lowers the K-valley energy of the conduction band. This results in an increase of the K-valley electron density with the gate bias, while the K-valley hole density is approximately constant. Since the photoluminescence amplitude is approximately proportional to the product of electron and hole K-valley density (see e.g. Ref. [62, 63] ), it increases with the gate bias.
It had been discussed in literature (Ref. [21] [22] [23] ) whether the direct band gap excitons are recombining within individual layers or across different layers (illustrated in Fig. 15 (a) ). To clarify the nature of the excitons and shed more light on this question, Fig. 15 (b) compares the field induced changes of the experimentally observed exciton energies with NEMO5 results. Since the NEMO5 calculations do not include exciton binding energies, differences of K-valley conduction and valence band states of the same layer and of maximally separated layers are used to represent intralayer and interlayer excitons, respectively. For comparability of experimental and NEMO5 results, the transition energy changes in Fig. 15 The relative change of experimentally observed direct band gap exciton energies (symbols) as a function of applied gate bias for various MoS2 systems agrees well with the theoretically predicted energy differences of conduction and valence band K-valley states of identical layers (solid lines). In contrast, the calculated conduction and valence K-valley energy differences of maximally separated layers (dotted) significantly exceed the experimentally observed Stark effects.
the interlayer and intralayer transitions NEMO5 predicts a finite Stark effect, but only the intralayer transition Stark effects agree qualitatively with the experimental data. Note that NEMO5 calculations of the optical matrix elements [64] (not in the figure) showed two orders of magnitude higher probability for intralayer transitions then for interlayer ones. It is also worth to mention that our experiments did not show any Stark effect for indirect band gap excitons -in agreement with the theoretical results in Fig. 13 that show virtually gate field independent Q-valley and Γ-valley energies. In summary, these results suggest that MoS 2 excitons preferably perform intralayer transitions.
IV. CONCLUSION
Electronic wave functions and bandstructures in 2H-TMD structures were analyzed in the MLWF representation of the nanodevice simulation tool NEMO5. Hybridization of electronic states across multiple layers was shown to depend on the balance of spin-orbit coupling and interlayer coupling strength. This balance varies strongly with the electronic momentum. Conduction band K-valley states are found to be confined in individual monolayers. In contrast, valence band K-valley states are delocalized in equivalent layers for systems with finite spin-orbit coupling or across the total device when the spin-orbit coupling disappears. This K-state hybridization can be lifted with electric gate fields. The design range of the spin-orbit interaction, the interlayer coupling, the effective Fermi levels and effective masses are carefully assessed. Experimental data of the quantum confined Stark effect of direct band gap, interlayer and intralayer exciton photoluminesence were reproduced with NEMO5. Intralayer excitons were identified as the major source for photoluminesence signals -in agreement with a previous study Ref. [23] .
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